TRANSLATIONS of selected texts

Leather Creations
“A PROPOS” - ABOUT US
We create for YOU bags, briefcases, belts or wallets.
• Do you want a model and a specific inner bag or lining ? …We can make it.
• With special leather, accessories, options or colors ? … It will be customised for you.
Our leathers come from Italy, France, Belgium and Iceland (for our fish skins).
We draw, cut, paint, assemble and sew all our creations in our workshop in Brussels.
We endorse an “eco" footprint and recommend, where possible, vegetable tanning leathers.
Our aims are a refined style, a search for sophisticated simplicity and subtle associations of leathers.
Any object that comes out of our workshop meets two basic standards: elegance and functionality.
By combining need and pleasure, we obtain high quality objects that can meet your requirements.

“HISTOIRE” - OUR STORY
MILINE and MIET, 2 Belgian friends, with very different backgrounds, on a spring day of 2016 decided to
share a dream and a passion, by combining their experiences with the purpose of designing and
manufacturing leather bags and accessories.
Miline is an economist, has spent many years traveling to promote drugs and vaccines.
She has a large family, children, grandchildren, enjoys skiing, tennis, trekking, photography, publishing.
She wants to go forward, transform, organise, draw. She likes beauty, architecture, fashion, sports,
independence, open spaces.
Miet is an inspired garden architect. One day she decides to take training courses in leather work, becomes
passionate and at the end of her 4 years of training, becomes a regular teacher.
Technically skilled, gifted, versatile and dynamic!
One day, a friend tells Miline "I know a teacher who teaches leather work". BOOM !!
An exciting world opens up, made of know-how, concentration, art and meticulousness, but where the risk of
errors is never far away and Miline enrolls in a 4 year weekly course.
One day, after class, Miline asks her teacher Miet: "Would you like to start an activity together in Brussels?"
Miet's eyes shine, smiles and her answer is a determined "yes! ".
So began the adventure, at the crossroads of two generations….

